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Editorial Comment 
 

2019 will go down as a year of immense change.  After two years of intense debate, back and 
forth, we may (or may not) have left the European Union by the time many of you read this 
newsletter and finding our way in the world after 46-years of membership. Locally, too we will see 
political changes with elections right across local authorities and in our own way we are part of 
that process with Elections for Parish Council as well on 2nd May. 
 
On the front cover of this issue we feature the venues for Parish Council elections so you know 
where you should go to vote.  And, if you feel like standing for Parish Council, we will also show 
you how to apply – so good luck to all the existing and prospective candidates. 
 
Precept and funding - Anita, our Clerk, commented on Precept setting and looking at the budget 
for the coming year(s). We considered increasing the precept to a maximum of 10% (an increase of 
£1.86) a year based on a ‘band D’ property charge and are calculated on the same basis as this 
current year’s precept. As a Parish Council we have endeavoured to keep any increase as low as 
possible and as all the Parish Councillors live in the Parish, we too, are directly impacted by any 
increases to the precept and are committed to raising it the as little as possible. 
 
In your Council Tax letters that drop during March you will see that we have taken the difficult 
decision to increase the Parish Precept from £6,553 to £7,275, and wanted to explain here why 
the increase is what it is. 
 
Quite simply Parish Council Precepts are the only way in which we are able to maintain the fabric 
of where we live, and over recent years have attempted to minimise any impact due to the 
Precept on Parish households.  It wasn’t a decision taken lightly and we had to take in view the 
strains of inflation – which even we cannot avoid.  Many costs have risen, and we have an 
obligation, in law, to maintain sufficient reserves to allow us to function. This inflation includes 
insurance, services, and the everyday costs of administering the Parish Council. 
 
The table below will demonstrate how it will impact on your property. 
 

2019/20 Precept £7,275        

Council Tax Band A B C D E F G H 

Per month  £13.67 £15.94 £18.22 £20.50 £25.06 £29.61 £34.17 £41.00 

Change 2018/19 £1.24 £1.44 £1.65 £1.86 £2.28 £2.69 £3.10 £3.72 
Change Per 
Annum £14.88 £17.28 £19.80 £22.32 £27.36 £32.28 £37.20 £44.64 

Change Per Week £0.29 £0.33 £0.38 £0.43 £0.53 £0.62 £0.72 £0.86 
 
The Parish Council realise that this will not be a popular change, but we believe it is necessary to 
protect the Parish’s reserves and to minimise the impact on any services that it provides and to 
run a balanced budget. 
  



Village Hall News: 
UTKINTON WI CENTENARY YEAR 2019 

100 years can flash by, and if you were around in 1919 the WI 
in our village was just beginning. It has achieved a great deal 
since then and is a vibrant branch. The WI now has its own 
Facebook Page at ‘Utkinton WI’.  
This came from the Committee; “We ran an Afternoon Tea in 
the Village Hall in January to start the Centenary year.  This 
was very successful with lots of visitors coming, all saying how 
much they had enjoyed it. 
 
In February we had an interesting talk about the “Blood 
Bikers”, a charity of motorbike riders who transport urgent 
medical supplies and blood, and milk for new-born babies 
between hospitals and wherever needed, throughout the 
country. 

 
Our March meeting was a talk on ‘The History of Hairdressing’, by Ian Black from Newton-Le-
Willows, who has spent a lifetime in the business. His talk was full of fun, and seriousness, 
when he told us how he helped people who had lost their hair through medical treatment. 
Again, it was thoroughly enjoyed. 
 
May is the special meeting for all WI’s when discussions take place about the chosen 
resolution for the year, which will be further discussed at the National AGM before being 
actioned by the WI, followed by a social evening. 
 
We shall be having another Centenary Afternoon Tea, when members and friends of the 
village are invited. ALL WILL BE WELCOME. This will be on Wednesday 15th May from 
2.00.pm to 4.00pm.” 

The Programme for 2019: 
10th April  Utkinton WI Centenary Birthday Party   
8th May - Resolutions and Social Evening  
12th June -  Talk and display of Embroidery Daphne Ashby 
10th July  GARDEN MEETING (TBA)  
14th August ‘Fridtjof Nansen, Polar Explorer & Nobel 

Peace Prize Winner’ 
Hazel Griffiths 

11th September ‘Handcuffs, truncheons’  Gina Kirkham 
9th October ‘Hearing Dogs for Deaf People’ Fiona Whitelaw 
13th November AGM and Social Evening  
11th December Christmas Event  

 
Why not join this merry throng – give Liz Hannath (01829 733778) or Margaret Bowers 
(01829 732349) a call to find out more. 
  



UTKINTON VILLAGE HALL - ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2018. 
The annual income for the Hall was £5,888 of which £550 was from donations. The main 
sources of income are the Garden Fete and Quiz Night, and it is hoped this will continue as 
without them the hall would be unsustainable, unless other income sources can be found. 
The operation cost for the Hall were £5,010. Thus, the hall generated a small contribution of 
£878, and this can be put to any improvements that are supported. The Balance in the bank 
account at the end of December was £4,772. 
There were concerns over the Hall water supply raised by the supplying Company. It had 
been taken that the hall roof run off water went into the drains thus incurring a charge. This 
is not the case as the roof water runs to ground. This matter has now been resolved after 
much effort and time. The Hall is not charged for roof run off. 
This year marked a milestone as regards the Garden Fete; Richard Francis who has Chaired 
the Garden Fete Organising Committee for 23 years, decided to pass this Role on. This has 
been a great achievement by Richard. Through his efforts, supported by the committee, the 
Garden Fete has always been a success and is a major event in Village life. We owe Richard 
our, thanks for a job well done.  
The Village Hall is very active in the Garden Fete by covering; refreshments, which are 
excellent, the Raffle, Stewards for car parks at Tirley Garth and taking entrance money, 
supply of tables and chairs, insurance cover, erection of notices and signs advertising the 
event. 
A number of improvements to the hall have taken place in 2018, which have been paid out of 
hall funds. These have been the complete inside decoration, tidying and shelving of the store 
room by Margaret and Liz, installation of a new fire exit door, pruning of the rhododendrons, 
by Margaret, Liz and Kathy, re-stoning of the area between the fencing and the hall and 
replacement of the old sink boiler in the kitchen. The Hall roof has bad leaking problems, and 
can I thank David Woodward for sorting these. A new hall vacuum cleaner has been donated 
by Margaret Bowers. 
The Hall has been gifted two outside stone troughs, by Bob Higgin, and we thank him for 
these. Kathy Dahill has agreed to plant them up and to look after them. They do add to the 
hall well-being and welcome you as you make your way to the hall entrance. 
Can I thank all who have supported and help with the hall during 2018, not least the regular 
Clubs that use the hall each week and St Paul's school. 
A review of the monthly hall cleaning programme has taken place with the cleaning 
contractor - the fees for this work have been held for five years and will now be increased 
from £48 to £60 a month. The grounds and the tennis court have been kept in shape by a 
local resident. However, this was not possible in 2018 and the hall had this done by a local 
contractor. It is hoped that we can now have these matters attended to as before. Cost is a 
major factor. The last time the tennis court was cleaned by an outside contractor it cost £450. 
It was you recall was not a very good job. The Fees for membership of the Tennis Club and 
Sports court for 2018 were £275 - eleven family memberships. So, fees paid do not cover 
maintenance of the court. To reline the court, one is looking at £600.The Hall continues to be 
used by the Parish Council for meetings every second month. It will be used this year on May 
2nd for local CWaC local Elections. 
For the future, the Management team is, for want of a better term, not getting any younger. 
Some may feel that circumstances may make it that they may need to stand down. The Hall 
needs to seek new members to the Management Committee, so its place is ensured for the 



future. So, if any of you know who would like to play a part in Village life in helping with the 
hall, please encourage them. 
The hall is a WI hall and the WI is always keen to increase its membership. 
The Hall must have a Chair and Treasurer in order to function as a legal Charity. If these 
positions are not filled, then the Hall cannot function as a legal Operation and would have to 
close. This is a point to bear in mind for the future. 

Graham Stewart, Chair and Treasurer of Management Committee, February 2018. 
 
Cotebrook Village Hall 
Now that the Village Hall extension is ‘up and running’ the Management Committee are 
anxious to make sure it is used to its fullest extent – a wonderful ‘Burns Night Supper’ 
was held in January, well attended it also included the, by now, traditional ‘Ode to the 
Haggis’. 
 
We will be holding BEDDING PLANT SALE once again … 
These are good quality ‘brought on’ plants from a reputable nursery for sale and they 
will be available to order via the list which can be found on the Hall website 
http://www.cotebrookvillagehall.co.uk/  Plants will be ready to collect from the Village 
Hall during the afternoon of Saturday, 11th May,  
 

COTEBROOK VILLAGE HALL PLANT SALE, SATURDAY, 11TH MAY 2019 
PLANT NAME PRICE per unit VARIETY Plants per tray 

ALYSSUM £2.50 White 12 
ANTIRRHINUM £2.50 Mixed Colours 6 

BEGONIA £2.50 Mixed 6 
GAZANIA £2.50 Mixed 6 

GERANIUM £3.00 Mixed Colours 6 
IMPATIEN £2.50 Mixed Colours 6 
LOBELIA £2.50 Pale Blue Trailing 12 
LOBELIA £2.50 Dark Blue Bush 12 

MARIGOLD £2.50 French Mixed 6 
NEMESIA £2.50 Mixed 6 

PANSY £2.50 Mixed 6 
PETUNIA £2.50 Mixed 6 
VERBENA £2.50 Mixed 6 
FUCHSIA £1.20 Trailing  9cm pot 
FUCHSIA £1.20 Upright  9cm pot 

GERANIUM £1.20 Trailing Ivy Leaf 10cm pot 
GERANIUM £1.20 Upright 10cm pot 

HANGING BASKET £9.50 12" PLANTED WICKER   
 
To order, download the list from the village hall website or contact Marian Atkinson on 
01829 760 698. 



 
AFTERNOON CREAM TEA IN AID OF ST. JOHN AND THE HOLY CROSS; THURSDAY, 11th 
JULY 3.00pm - 5.30pm at the home of Les and Marian Atkinson, Pine Cones, Race 
Course Lane, Cotebrook CW6 9EF.  All are welcome to come and enjoy a delicious cream 
tea including sandwiches, savouries and home-baked cakes. There will also be a plant 
stall and bottle tombola. All proceeds to the Church funds. £7 for tea (or coffee) and a 
selection of home-made items. Gluten free or vegetarian can be catered for (please ring 
01829 760698 for further information). 
 
Pothole patrols 
In a recent presentation, Andrew Lewis the Chief Executive of CWaC, commented that 
Cheshire West had around 1,500 miles of roads – our Parish has 14 miles of them, and 
many are in a parlous state of repair. 
Indeed, the state of the roads, streets, lanes, closes et al that make up our Parish 
concern all who use them – whether motorist, rider, cyclist or pedestrian – and the 
overwhelming concern is simply that these are so bad that injury to person or vehicle will 
not be far away. In a recent enquiry of CWaC Highways it transpired that there are; 
c.9,904 segments of roads that are being looked at and that each is prioritised according 
to the classification of the road; ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ or unclassified (many of which rest in our 
Parish).  
But what can we do about it?  There is a simple solution: 

REPORT IT! 

Most weeks we get phone calls, emails or word of mouth reports about this pothole or 
that one and the reporter expects the Parish Council (in the shape of our hard-working 
Clerk) to tell CWaC about it – but her’s is a lone voice amongst 97 others (there are that 
many Parish and Town councils in Cheshire West). But you too can report new and old 
potholes direct to the council via their web-site, by phone or the good old ‘snail mail’. 
A pothole is defined as a hole in the highway at least 40mm deep (1¾ inches in ‘old 
money). 
As you walk, ride or drive around the 14 miles that make up our roads make a note – 

take a ruler to measure the depth – make a note of 
the road, exactly where it is on that road and contact 
Cheshire West to report it. 
 
 
On the web go to this website address and follow the 
‘Report it’ link 

https://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/residents/contact-us/report-it/potholes-
and-road-faults.aspx    



 
They claim; ‘Once we've received a fault, we'll investigate it within five working days so 
we can decide on the urgency and type of work involved.’ 

By phone: Just call the enquiry line 0300 123 8 123 and ask to be put through to 
Highways (make a note of who you speak to and the time). 

Don’t be put off and think that ‘Oh someone else will report it!’ Report it anyway, the 
more complaints they get, the harder it is to ignore them. 

 
Speed Management.       

Rae Gutmann 
The Parish Council is very aware that there 
are several people in our communities who 
are very concerned about the designated 
speed limit on Utkinton Road, and the 
speeding it permits. We take these concerns 
very seriously and would like to be proactive 
on this.  So, we are considering undertaking a 
couple of Speed Indication Device (SID) 
monitoring exercises around the Parish. 
 
If anyone would like to give us support on 
this matter, we would be grateful to hear 
from you. 

ergutmann@aol.com – 07772 323409 
 
 
Utkinton Village Hall Members Club 
You can take part by contacting Richard Francis on 01829 752551 and investing £20 for a 
year’s membership, the benefits lie in a monthly pay-out and support for the Village Hall, 
with membership being renewed each June. 
 
Since the last ‘Courier’ there have been six winners 

September; Graham Stewart  October; Richard Johnson 
November; Gillian Edwards  December; Jane Woodward 
January: Annette Done                  February; Jennifer Tunney 

 
Could you be the next winner? 

Contact Richard to join in the fun. 
 
 
 
 



Cotebrook Greens 
 
In last quarter’s ‘Courier’ we talked about the Parish Council relinquishing the rental for 
the two ‘greens’ that we have been responsible for in Cotebrook (they are directly 
behind Woodlands Close and rented from CWaC and United Utilities). 
 
We have taken the decision to cease renting them – one was virtually unusable being 
waterlogged, but this means we need your help to tidy up the spaces – particularly in the 
furthest green which includes a basketball hoop, a goalpost and a couple of benches, but 
also the two benches on the closer green – all of which require removal. 
 
We are seeking volunteers and if you feel able to help please get in touch with the Clerk 
and we will let you know when we need help. 
 
 
 
It’s a Dog’s Life (or one of the necessary but unpleasant aspects of owning a dog!) 
I am sure that the majority of dog owners/walkers are 
responsible people who love their pets and ensure they 
stick to the ‘rules’ of dog ownership. Whether it be the 
number of dogs they walk at any one time (yes, there is one 
and a maximum of six at time), putting them on leads when 
crossing fields containing animals and clearing up after 
them. 
However, there are a few people who don’t see why they 
should do this and leave their dog mess on the pavements 
for others to avoid or clear away. 
It’s unpleasant if you accidently step in dog poo (or mess or 
fouling or dirt - no matter what you call it, it’s not nice) but 
what about children, people who can’t see well or people 
pushing prams who can’t really avoid it. Or even if it’s left 
outside the entrance to your house.  
There is a £1,000 fine for not clearing up after your dog but 
please be a good citizen and help keep our communities pleasant, clean places to live 
and pick up after your pets. 
We know that there is a lack of bins to throw any type of rubbish away and we have 
asked Cheshire West & Chester Council for more bins, but they have said no – not 
enough footfall so unfortunately, we have to make do with the bins currently in place or 
take it home. Please don’t hang it on tree branches – it doesn’t look nice and there isn’t 
a magic fairy who will make it disappear.  



Neighbourhood Development Plan: Update and ‘Vision and Objectives’ Survey 
Ian Priestner and Tony Dahill 

 
It seems a long time since we had the first meeting about Neighbourhood Plans at Rose 
Farm Café in October 2016 with representatives from Cheshire Community Action, the 
Parish Council and some enthusiastic residents. At that time, we were a fledgling group 
who had an idea, based on the 2013 Parish Plan and the spectre of development across 
the Ward. 
Our first task was to establish who to talk to and how to get some funding and we found 
that ‘Locality’ was the funding body and, with the agreement of the Parish Council we 
applied. In essence the maximum grant aid we could get would be £9,000 and this had 
to cover everything from research, to consultants, printing, meetings, postage – and a 
myriad other bits and bobs. 
We resolved to undertake what would be, for us, a mammoth task and that our target 
would be to produce a ‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan by the end of 2019. 
Thus far we’ve involved you – the residents of our two communities, the school, Church, 
business groups and have circulated two surveys the first (in early summer 2017) 
achieving around 26% response and the last one in August and September 2018 
achieved a phenomenal 44% response rate – we also did a fourth Household Needs 
Survey in 2018 that helped the Parish win the appeal against development on Northgate 
Field. 
So, where are we now? 
We have analysed your responses to the ‘Vision and Objectives’ Survey and have 
produced the first Draft Neighbourhood Plan and it is being looked at by the Parish 
Council (our sponsors), by Cheshire Community Action (CCA) and will be given the ‘once 
over’ by Cheshire West and Chester prior to us finalising a draft and circulating it to 
every household in the Parish for you to comment upon. 
 
We are, quite rightly, proud of where we have got to and that we have done so without 
any call on Parish Council funds. 
 
Its over to you during Summer to give us your verdict and once we have those we will 
revisit the detailed plan and submit it to Cheshire West and their inspector for the plan 
to move from ‘Draft’ to ‘Made’ and then a referendum where you can turn it into a 
document that has legal standing and will have to be taken note of by developers. 
 
Our team is small, and we would like to thank; 

Carol Weaver, Graham Spencer, Vicky Ratchford, and Marian Atkinson 
for all their hard work thus far. 

 
Tony Dahill and Ian Priestner 

  



News from St Paul’s, Utkinton 
Gareth Coyne (Acting Headteacher)  

Children from Utkinton St Paul’s CE Primary School have been out and about so far this 
Spring Term whilst we have also been developing our computing curriculum. 
Mr Townsend, a subject leader from our partner school at Huxley, has been supporting 
staff with introducing different elements of computing to the children through the 
Purple Mash package we have subscribed to as a school. Infant children have had 
opportunity to learn about sending and receiving emails, practicing the skill of writing 
and attaching items to a fictional character ‘Baby Bear’. Over the course of the term, 
each class will be completing a unit of work around this theme and a new set of laptops, 
purchased through funds raised by the school PTA, will really support us in providing 
high quality resources for the children. 
In January, the Infant children carried out geography fieldwork around Utkinton village. 
The children investigated the human and physical features of the village and identified 
them on a map. They also looked at old maps and pictures of the features and discussed 
how the geography of the village has changed over time. It was great to get out and 
about, whilst using our locality as a source of learning. 

Earlier this term, the Infant children had a brilliant day 
out in Rhyl as part of their topic on sea life. They learnt 
about all the different sea creatures at the SeaQuarium 
and how they survive in their habitats. They enjoyed 
the seal show and were amazed at all the tricks that 
Nellie could do and how she would use these in the 
wild. After lunch, the children walked along the beach 
to investigate the habitats and to observe the 
geographical features of Rhyl. The children behaved 
beautifully, asked sensible questions to extend their 
learning and were a credit to the school. 
 
During late-
February, Years 3 
and 4 had a 

fantastic time taking part in a Greek Workshop: 
breaking codes using the Greek Alphabet, handling 
artefacts, role playing The Battle of Athens and 
Sparta, and performing traditional Greek Dancing! 
This was all part of the creative curriculum 
opportunities we regularly provide for the children 
to help inspire their learning and deepen knowledge of their topic whilst developing 
their skills across several subject areas. 
Currently, the school have 68 children on roll, having increased in numbers significantly 
over the last three years. 
Anyone wishing to view the school can do so by phoning the school office on 01829 
732322.  



Utkinton Garden Fete 
 
What next? – Anyone up for a challenge? 

 
Our Garden Fete has been running since its inception in 1939 when the first one was 
held (not in Utkinton but in Kelsall) under the banner of ‘Utkinton Tennis Club’.  There 
was a decade during and immediately after WW2 when it wasn’t held but they 
recommenced in 1950.  

 
For the past 23-years 
Richard Francis has been 
the mainstay of the 
organising committee, 
having taken over from 
Mike Churchill who lived in 
Quarry Bank. So, we know 
that it has been in Kelsall, 
there are also rumours of it 
being held on Northgate 
field. It was definitely at 
Shaw House on Smithy 
Lane between 1950 and 
1955 before moving to 
Tirley Garth. 

 
The reason for this piece is that Richard announced that he would be standing down 
after the 2018 event and the committee is looking for someone to head up the 
committee going forward.  We don’t have a job description, but it is a very rewarding 
village event that requires a great team and an energetic leader. 
 
Would you like to help, then please get in touch with either Suzanne Lunt (01829 
760296), Frank Tunney (07860 917446) or Margaret Bowers (01829 732349) and we can 
have a discussion.  
 
Finally, if you, or your business would like to donate a raffle prize in return for a mention 
for their company on flyers and the programme, please put a letter or voucher with all 
the details in an envelope marked Susie Wilson PTA and hand it into the school office.  

 
 

This means that although there will only have been 71 events the Garden Fete will be 
(unofficially) 80 years old next year! 

 
  



Sadly, our Parish Clerk, Anita Langford, announced her wish to tender her resignation to 
give her more time to focus on other, voluntary, activities, her dogs and be able to spend 
more time with her family.  Her presence at Parish Council will be sorely missed but 
Anita will be leaving with the very best wishes of all Councillors. She has done a 
wonderful job keeping us in line J 
So, we have to advertise for a replacement.  If you would like to help your community 
then please submit an application. 
 

 

UTKINTON AND COTEBROOK PARISH COUNCIL 
VACANCY 

PART-TIME CLERK/REPONSIBLE FINANCIAL OFFICER (RFO) 
 

Utkinton and Cotebrook Parish Council, is seeking a part-time Clerk (average 4/5 hours 
per week).  The Clerk manages the finances and correspondence of the Council and the 
11 Parish Council Meetings each year. 

The Clerk is the official point of contact for the Council and is responsible for carrying out 
the Council’s instructions, dealing with all correspondence (mainly e-mail plus some 
telephone and post), managing the council’s finances and keeping the books of account. 
Applicants will also be required to manage aspects of the Parish Council’s web site and 
can view the site at http://www.utkintonandcotebrook.com . In addition, the Clerk is 
responsible for managing budgets as well as expenditure for the Utkinton and Cotebrook 
Neighbourhood Development Plan – the current precept is £7,275 per year and the 
finances are quite simple and straightforward. 

The Clerk will be required to work from home, apart from attending Council meetings.  
Applicants will have use of a Council owned laptop and printer and would ideally have 
relevant previous experience, but full training can be given. Full Job Description and List 
of Duties will be provided. 

Pay is at the approved rates commensurate with experience (NaLC SC 5/6 2019), and 
expenses are reimbursed in full.  For full details of the role please go to this page ( 
https://utkintonandcotebrook.com/the-parish-council/parish-council-clerk-vacancy/ ) 
where you can download the relevant Word documents. 

For an informal chat or to apply formally about this vacancy, or to apply please contact 
us highlighting your relevant qualifications, skills and experience:  

Chair 
Utkinton and Cotebrook Parish Council 

‘Long Meadow’, Tirley Lane 
Utkinton 
CW6 0JZ. 

Telephone 07860 917446 or e-mail utkintonpc@gmail.com  
 

  



PARISH CLERK’S MUSINGS 

It’s been a busy few months for both me and the Parish Council as a 
whole. Firstly, we had to agree the budget for this coming financial 
year. Understandably the Parish Councillors did not want to increase 
the precept by too much, but they needed to ensure there was enough 
money to enable the Parish Council to undertake all its duties. We would be failing in our 
roles if we didn’t make sure this happened. 
This year, as well as the usual expenses, we need to factor in the cost of the Parish 
Council election on 2nd May as well as expenditure so that we can hand back the Greens 
at Cotebrook to United Utilities and Cheshire West & Chester Council.  
We, that is the Councillors and me, needed to get up to speed on what we need to do so 
that we can hold a legal Parish Council election. Lots of emails and a training course at 
Cheshire View. Lovely location (would recommend going to see the view if you haven’t 
already) but a rather dry subject with lots of deadlines, which we, myself, existing and 
potential Councillors need to adhere to. 
The Council would welcome residents to stand for election as it’s an ideal opportunity to 
get involved with your community and it gives you a voice to influence the Parish 
Council’s plans and objectives for the coming years. 
So, if you’ve got a passion for planning, a flair for finance or a hankering for highways or 
just want to make a difference, please think about standing as a Parish Councillor. It 
would also look good on your CV whatever your age – the minimum age is 18 but there 
isn’t a maximum! 
I have also been busy on the usual old chestnut – pot holes. I spent a happy couple of 
hours one Sunday morning measuring and taking photos of all the potholes over 40mm 
on Tirley Lane (who am I kidding?) Yes, we now have the soon to be patented UCPC 
pothole measuring ruler & straight edge.  
Year-end will soon be here and I’m currently working on our accounts. Lots of 
transferring figures from one spreadsheet to another so that the Auditors are happy and 
we get a clean bill of health. 
As the first point of contact for the Parish Council I receive a lot of information which I 
need to share with yourselves usually by adding this to our website and Facebook pages 
but I also put information up on the three notice boards in the Parish – Cotebrook near 
the book exchange 
 
Chairman’s Piece – Early 2019 

Francis Tunney  
The future of the ‘Courier’ is always a debating point at Parish Council, and we have 
discussed going 100% online, including adverts, fewer issues each year, or even changing 
the format to be like, for example, ‘Tarporley News’ and distributing it via local 
businesses.  We would welcome your views  
Would you be prepared to sponsor an issue, if so, please get in touch with the editor at 
utkintonpc@gmail.com  The average cost of each issue is around £150 – not too bad for 
reaching every household in the Parish – over 300 homes and 720 individuals. 



Keeping in touch 
Even though we produce this newsletter quarterly, in the coming financial year it will be 
twice, you can still get to read the news online by subscribing to our web page and 
getting a notification each time that we post an article. Everything we post is also 
featured on our Facebook page.  When you go to a post on our website and see this icon 

in the bottom right hand corner, click on it and you can opt to be notified 
each time something new is posted. 
Our web page is www.utkintonandcotebrook.com and our Facebook 

pages can be found by logging into Facebook and typing Utkinton and Cotebrook 
Community Pages in the search panel.  
 
St John and the Holy Cross, Cotebrook  Peter Copland, Churchwarden 
 
As I write this the daffodils are out in the churchyard, the sky is blue and the air is full of 
the promise of spring. Our little church looks lovely at this time of year and it prompts 
me to thank Nick Parker whom I met the other day doing a great job clearing the 
roadside by the crossroads next to the church. All our churches depend on voluntary 
assistance and we should never overlook those who give freely of their time for the good 
of the community. 
Our church continues to hold its regular monthly service on the first Sunday of each 
month at 11.15 a.m. where all are warmly welcome. I would like to take this opportunity 
of reminding readers that this is the church of the combined parish of Utkinton and 
Cotebrook and we would be delighted to see more people from Utkinton attending our 
services. Being a monthly event, the 
church is usually well attended but 
we are always pleased to see new 
faces amongst the congregation. And 
there is coffee afterwards! 
Our Easter service - a highlight in the 
Church calendar - will be held on 
Easter Sunday 21st April at 11:15 
a.m.when we hope to welcome as 
many members of our community as 
possible. 
I would also like to draw readers’ 
attention to a Curry Lunch which is being held in Cotebrook Village Hall on Sunday 14th 
April - Palm Sunday. For those who don’t like curry there will be an unspiced alternative 
available. Tickets -which include drinks to cool down the curry - are £15.00 each and can 
be obtained from Peter Copland and Bill Speigelberg. 
 
We hope to see you there.   

Figure 1 St John and The Holy Cross on a warm 
summer's day - Bronwyn Kelly c. 2017 



Community Transport - Update on the service and surveys. 
 
In late January a team from Tarporley Ward team met with representatives of CWaC to 
discuss the survey results and the way forward. In essence a survey of the whole ward 
returned around 222 responses and this showed: 
Awareness and use of the community transport schemes 

• 60% of respondents unaware of the Community Car Scheme. 
• 50% of respondents are aware of the Community Bus Scheme. 
• Word of mouth is the most popular method of publicity. 
• 90% respondents have rarely or never used either Scheme. 
• Mondays and Fridays are the most popular days Community Car Scheme. 
• Thursday is the most popular day for the Community Bus Scheme. 
• Accessing health services (GP, dentist, hospital) is the most popular purpose or 

reason for respondents using the Community Car Scheme. 
• Shopping is the most popular purpose or reason for respondents using the 

Community Bus Scheme. 
Having access to other transport is the most popular reason for respondents not using 
either the Community Car Scheme or Community Bus Scheme. 
So, after much discussion Frank Tunney 
(who has a background in logistics and 
community transport) proposed that he 
works with the CWaC team to try to 
produce an alternative.  The crucial 
element was to enable connections to 
the existing Arriva 84 services via 
Tarporley to Chester and Crewe and to 
make this available to all the parishes in 
Tarporley Ward. 
After much head scratching, a proposal 
has been put forward for a daily circular 
service that hopefully will run between 
07:00 and 18:00 taking in Utkinton, 
Cotebrook, Little Budworth, Rushton and Eaton and Tarporley Community Centre every 
two hours.  Once we have a plan, we will be in touch to gain your views 
 
This could enable those wishing to get to and from work and those for who a journey to 
Crewe or Chester means either a private car, taxi or being a part of one or other of the 
existing community schemes.  The goal is to provide connectivity, not to take people to 
the major urban destinations.  They will be looking at the feasibility and viability of this 
proposals but in the meantime, we may be asking you, via your Parish Councils, whether 
such a service would benefit you and your families and if so, would you use it. 
  



Who’s who and what is when 

Contact Details for the Parish Council (till 1st May 2019) 
Parish Council dates for 2019: starting at 
7:30 pm (incl. a 15 min public session). 

The Parish Council 

8th   January 2019 Utkinton Francis Tunney 07860 917446 

12th February 2019 Cotebrook  Graham Stewart 01829 733216 
12th March 2019 Utkinton Andrew Needham 01829 732444 
9th   April 2019 Cotebrook Ian Priestner 01829 752009 
14th May 2019 Utkinton (Incl. APM and 

AGM) (7:00 pm) 
Nick Parker 07850 930095 

11th June 2019 Cotebrook Roger Barnes 07861 312534 
9th   July 2019 Utkinton Tony Burford 01829 732836 
10th September 2019 Cotebrook Rae Gutmann 07772 323409 
8th   October 2019 Utkinton Jason Hughes 07384 437565 

12th November 2019 Cotebrook Anita Langford (Parish 
Clerk) 

utkintonandcotebrook 
clerk@gmail.com 

07814 089666 10th December 2019  Utkinton (7:00 pm) 

Village Hall Committees 

 
Neighbourhood plan Steering Group Members: 

Ian Priestner –on behalf of the Council 01829 752009 – ian.priestner@hotmail.com 
Tony Dahill (Chair) 01829 733701 – anthony.dahill@btinternet.com 

Carol Weaver, Graham Spencer 
Vicki Ratchford and Marian Atkinson (for Cotebrook) 

Cotebrook                            Utkinton 

Judith Walters - Chair 07711 243521 Graham Stewart - 
Chair/ Treasurer 

01829 733216 Nick Parker - Secretary 07850 930095 

Marian Atkinson 01829 760698 
Francis Tunney 07860 917446 Les Atkinson 07958 107078 

Valerie Hague 01829 760344 
Liz Hannath & Margaret 
Bowers - WI 

01829 733778 

01829 732349 
Nicola Cerven 07724 189706 

David Jones - Treasurer 07974 929666 
Kath Dahill 01829 733701 Graham Dyke - 

Advertising 
07711 152889 

Trudy Boyle 07545 554780 
David Woodward  Sarah Cooper 01829 760654 

Tony Burford 01829 732836 
Karen Murray  Steve and Helen Moore 01829 760272 

Tracy Chorlton 01829 760551 Sue Patten – Multi-
sport Secretary 

07907 696731 Samantha Edge 01829 760984 

Louise Dyke 07917 807078 Richard Francis 01829 752551 

 


